
Obstflecken (Fruit Squares) – by Berni 

I am not a baker.  Baking is too exacting in its measurements.  However, this recipe is 

from my Mom’s mother (was is Austrian Hungarian by background and cuisine) who 

was an excellent cook and baker.  The following is a sheet cake that is topped with 

fresh fruit.  It is super easy and tastes amazing.  The fruit as it bakes gets gooey in its 

own juices, and is naturally sweet and sour at the same time; and the cake is very 

moist.  It is awesome with a cup of coffee or tea anytime of the day even breakfast. 

The following is my “go to” recipe for dinner parties and potlucks.  It is so simple it is 

easy to memorize and bake anywhere you are if you can get the ingredients. 

You can use any fresh fruit.  However, make sure it is fruit that is not to juicy or the 

dough gets really soggy (if you use frozen fruit be sure to thaw and get rid of the liquid 

from the thawing process).  The best is using fresh fruit. Good options for fresh fruit are 

prune plums cut in half with the pit removed, apple slices, blueberries, raspberries (or a 

mix of blueberries and raspberries), apricots sliced in half with stone removed, pitted 

sweet cherries, etc. 

The only thing to mix is making the dough.  You can use a spoon, hand-mixer, or stand-

mixer.  What I like is that you don’t need a mixer.  Sometimes no-tech actually creates 

the best result. 

 

Getting started:  

1) Grease a sheet cake pan with butter (create a thin coat by taking a stick of butter and 

rubbing it all over the pan.   

2) Put a spoonful or 2 of flour in the center of the sheet pan and roll it around so that the 

butter is coated with a dusting of flour.  Greasing the pan and dusting with flour keeps 

the cake from sticking to the pan. 

3) Preheat the oven to 350° 

Ingredients for the sheet cake: 

1 ½ cups flour 

1 ½ cup sugar 

1 ½ cup butter (melted – it makes it easier to mix by hand) 

3 eggs 



Add some flavor – I add a splash of vanilla and zest of a lemon 

4) Stir or mix until it is a batter 

5) Spread evenly over the entire sheet pan (use a knife, spatula, or offset spatula) 

6) Place fruit across the top of the batter.  With plums, apricots and apples, line them up 

in rows.  With berries or pitted cherries just spread them randomly such that there is an 

even coverage. (You can also add over the fruit chopped nuts like pecans or walnuts – I 

prefer it just with the fruit.) 

6) Back for 30 minutes until the top is light golden color 

7) Let cool 

8) Cut into squares and dust with powdered sugar 

 


